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Kenneth A. Bruffee
Collaborative
Learning
"Conversation

and
the
of Mankind"

Thereare some signs these days that collaborativelearningis of increasinginterest to English teachers.1 Compositionteachers seem to be exploringthe concept
actively. Two years ago the term appearedfor the first time in the list of topics
suggested by the Executive Committeeof the Conferenceon College Composition and Communicationfor discussion at the CCCC annualconvention. It was
eighthor ninth on a list of ten items. Last year it appearedagain, firston the list.
Teachers of literaturehave also begun to talk about collaborativelearning,althoughnot always by that name. It is viewed as a way of engagingstudentsmore
deeply with the text and also as an aspect of professors' engagementwith the
professionalcommunity. At its 1978 convention the ModernLanguageAssociation scheduled a multi-session forum entitled "Presence, Knowledge, and Authority in the Teaching of Literature." One of the associated sessions, called
"Negotiations of Literary Knowledge," included a discussion of the authority
and structure(includingthe collaborative classroom structure)of "interpretive
communities." At the 1983 MLA convention collaborative practices in reestablishingauthority and value in literary studies were examined under such
rubricsas "Talkingto the Academic Community:Conferences as Institutions"
and "How Books 11 and 12 of Paradise Lost Got to be Valuable" (changes in
interpretiveattitudes in the communityof Miltonists).
In both these contexts collaborativelearningis discussed sometimes as a process that constitutes fields or disciplines of study and sometimes as a pedagogical tool that "works" in teaching composition and literature.The former
discussion, often highly theoretical, usually manages to keep at bay the more
1. I am indebted for conversation regarding substantive issues raised in this essay to Fellows of
the Brooklyn College Institute for Training Peer Tutors and of the Asnuntuck Community College Institute in Collaborative Learning and Peer-Tutor Training, and to Peter Elbow. Both Institutes were
supported by grants from the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education. I am particularly grateful to Peter Hawkes, Harvey Kail, Ronald Maxwell, and John Trimbur for reading the essay in early drafts and for offering suggestions for improvement. The essay is in many ways and at
many levels a product of collaborative learning.
Kenneth A. Bruffee is a professor of English at Brooklyn College and a member of the editorial
board of Liberal Education. His first essay on collaborative learning appeared in College English in
1972; he has most recently published Elegaic Romance: Cultural Change and Loss of the Hero in
Modern Fiction (Cornell University Press, 1983).
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troublesomeand problematicaspects of collaborativelearning.The discussion of
classroom practice is less fortunate. What emerges there is that many teachers
are unsure about how to use collaborativelearningand about when and where,
appropriately,it should be used. Many are concerned also that when they try to
use collaborativelearningin what seem to be effective and appropriateways, it
sometimesquite simply fails.
I sympathize with these experiences. Much the same thing has happened to
me. Sometimes collaborative learning works beyond my highest expectations.
Sometimes it doesn't work at all. Recently, though, I think I have been more
successful. The reason for that increased success seems to be that I know a little
more now than I did in the past about the complex ideas that lie behind collaborative learning.This essay is franklyan attemptto encourageother teachers to
try collaborativelearning and to help them use collaborativelearningappropriately and effectively. But it offers no recipes. It is written instead on the assumptionthat understandingboth the history and the complex ideas that underlie collaborative learning can improve its practice and demonstrate its
educationalvalue.
The history of collaborative learning as I know it can be briefly sketched. Collaborativelearning began to interest American college teachers widely only in
the 1980s,but the term was coined and the basic idea first developed in the 1950s
and 1960s by a group of British secondary school teachers and by a biologist
studyingBritish post-graduateeducation-specifically, medical education. I myself first encounteredthe term and some of the ideas implicitin it in Edwin Mason's still interesting but now somewhat dated polemic entitled Collaborative
Learning (London: Ward Lock Educational Co., 1970), and in Charity James'
Young Lives at Stake: A Reappraisal of Secondary Schools (London: Collins,
1968).Mason, James, and Leslie Smith, colleagues at Goldsmith'sCollege, University of London, were committedduringthe Vietnamera to democratizingeducation and to eliminatingfrom education what were perceived then as socially
destructiveauthoritariansocial forms. Collaborativelearningas they thought of
it emergedfrom this largelypolitical, topical effort.
The collaborativeforms that Mason and his colleagues proposed to establish
in education had already been explored and their educational value affirmed,
however, by the earlier findingsof M. L. J. Abercrombie.Abercrombie'sAnatomy of Judgment (Harmondsworth:Penguin, 1964) culminatedten years of research on the selection and trainingof medical students at University College,
University of London. The result of her research was to suggest that diagnosis,
the art of medicaljudgment and the key element in successful medical practice,
is better learned in small groups of students arrivingat diagnoses collaboratively
thanit is learnedby students workingindividually.Abercrombiebegan her study
by observing the scene that lay people think is most typical of medical education: the group of medical students with a teaching physician gatheredarounda
ward bed to diagnose a patient. She then made a seemingly slight but in outcome enormouslyimportantchange in the way that scene is usually played out.
Instead of asking each individualmember of the group of students to diagnose
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the patient on his or her own, Abercrombieasked the whole group to examine
the patient together, discuss the case as a group, and arrive at a consensus, a
single diagnosis that they could all agree to. What she found was that students
learningdiagnosis this way acquiredgood medicaljudgmentfaster than individuals workingalone (p. 19).
For Americancollege teachers the roots of collaborativelearninglie neitherin
radicalpolitics nor in research. They lie in the nearly desperateresponse of harried colleges during the early 1970s to a pressing educational need. A decade
ago, faculty and administratorsin institutions throughoutthe country became
aware that, increasingly, students enteringcollege had difficultydoing as well in
academic studies as their native ability suggested they should be able to do. Of
course, some of these students were poorly preparedacademically.Many more
of them, however, had on paper excellent secondary preparation.The common
denominatoramong both the poorly preparedand the seemingly well-prepared
was that, for culturalreasons we may not yet fully understand,all these students
seemed to have difficultyadaptingto the traditionalor "normal"conventions of
the college classroom.
One symptom of the difficultythese students had adaptingto college life and
work was that many refused help when it was offered. The help colleges offered,
in the main, were tutoringand counseling programsstaffed by graduatestudents
and other professionals. These programsfailed because undergraduatesrefused
to use them. Many solutions to this problem were suggested and tried, from
mandatedprogramsthat forced students to accept help they evidently did not
want, to sink-or-swimprogramsthat assumedthat studentswho needed help but
didn't seek it out didn't belong in college anyway. One idea that seemed at the
time among the most exotic and unlikely (that is, in the jargon of the 60s, among
the most "radical") turned out in the event to work rather well. Taking hints
about the social organization of learning given by John Bremer, Michael von
Moschzisker, and others writing at that time about changes in primaryand secondaryeducation, some college faculty membersguessed that students were refusing help because the kind of help providedseemed merely an extension of the
work, the expectations, and above all the social structureof traditionalclassroom learning(The School WithoutWalls [New York: Holt, 1971],p. 7). It was
traditional classroom learning that seemed to have left these students unpreparedin the first place. What they needed, it seemed, was help that was not
an extension of but an alternativeto traditionalclassroomteaching.
To provide that alternative some colleges turned to peer tutoring. Through
peer tutoring teachers could reach students by organizing them to teach each
other. And peer tutoring,it turnedout, was just one way of doing that, although
perhaps the most readily institutionalizedway. Collectively, peer tutoringand
similarmodes such as peer criticism and classroom group work could be sensibly classified under the convenient term provided by our colleagues in Britain:
collaborativelearning. What the term meant in practice was a form of indirect
teachingin which the teacher sets the problemand organizes students to work it
out collaboratively.For example, in one type of collaborativelearning,peer criticism (also called peer evaluation), students learn to describe the organizational
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structureof a peer's paper, paraphraseit, and commentboth on what seems well
done and what the authormight do to improvethe work. The teacher then evaluates both the essay and the critical response. In another type of collaborative
learning,classroom group work, students in small groups work towarda consensus in response to a task set by the teacher, for example, a question about a
play, a poem, or another student's paper. What distinguished collaborative
learningin each of its several types from traditionalclassroom practice was that
it did not seem to change what people learned (a supposition that now seems
questionable)so much as it changed the social context in which they learned it.
Students'work tended to improve when they got help from peers; peers offering
help, furthermore,learnedfrom the students they helped and from the activity of
helping itself. Collaborative learning, it seemed, harnessed the powerful educative force of peer influence that had been-and largely still is-ignored and
hence wasted by traditionalforms of education.2
More recently, those of us actively interested in collaborativelearninghave
begun to think further about this practical experience. Recent developments in
philosophyseem to suggest a conceptualrationalefor collaborativelearningthat
yields some unexpected insights into pedagogicalpractice. A new conception of
the natureof knowledge provides directionthat we lacked earlieras we muddled
through,trying to solve practicalproblemsin practicalways. The better we understandthis conceptionalrationale,it seems, the more effective our practice of
collaborativelearningbecomes.
In the hope that this experience will prove true for others, the following three
sections outline the rationaleof collaborativelearningas I currentlyunderstand
it and the relation of that rationaleto classroom practice. The final section outlines some as yet not fully worked out implicationsboth of collaborativelearning
as a practice and of some aspects of its conceptual rationale. Practice and rationale together, I will argue there, have the potentialto challengefairly deeply
the theory and practice of traditionalclassroom teaching.
Conversationand the Nature of Thoughtand Knowledge
In an important essay on the place of literature in education published some
twenty years ago, "The Voice of Poetry in the Conversation of Mankind,"
Michael Oakeshott argues that what distinguisheshumanbeings from other animals is our ability to participatein unendingconversation. "As civilized human
beings," Oakeshottwrites,
we are the inheritors, neither of an inquiry about ourselves and the world, nor of an
accumulating body of information, but of a conversation, begun in the primeval forests and extended and made more articulate in the course of centuries. It is a conversation which goes on both in public and within each of ourselves. . . . Education, properly speaking, is an initiation into the skill and partnership of this
conversation in which we learn to recognize the voices, to distinguish the proper
occasions of utterance, and in which we acquire the intellectual and moral habits
2. The educativevalue of peer groupinfluenceis discussed in TheodoreM. Newcomb and Everett K. Wilson, eds., College Peer Groups(Chicago:Aldine, 1966).
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appropriateto conversation. And it is this conversation which, in the end, gives
place and characterto every humanactivity and utterance.(Rationalismin Politics
[New York: Basic Books, 1962],p. 199)

Oakeshott argues that the human conversation takes place within us as well
as amongus, and that conversationas it takes place within us is what we call reflective thought. In makingthis argumenthe assumes that conversation and reflective thought are related in two ways: causally and functionally. That is,
Oakeshottassumes what the work of Lev Vygotsky and others has shown, that
reflectivethought is public or social conversationinternalized(see, for example,
Vygotsky, Mind and Society [Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1978]).We first experience and learn "the skill and partnershipof conversation"
in the external arena of direct social exchange with other people. Only then do
we learnto displace that "skill and partnership"by playing silently ourselves, in
imagination, the parts of all the participants in the conversation. As Clifford
Geertz has put it,
thinkingas an overt, public act, involvingthe purposefulmanipulationof objective
materials,is probablyfundamentalto humanbeings; and thinkingas a covert, private act, and without recourse to such materials[is] a derived, thoughnot unuseful,
capability.... Humanthoughtis consumatelysocial: social in its origins, social in
its functions, social in its form, social in its applications.3

Since what we experience as reflective thought is related causally to social
conversation(we learn one from the other), the two are also relatedfunctionally.
That is, because thought is internalizedconversation, thoughtand conversation
tend to work largely in the same way. Of course, in thought some of the limitations of conversation are absent. Logistics, for example, are no problemat all. I
don't have to take the A trainor EasternAirlinesflight#221 to get togetherwith
myself for a chat. And in thoughtthere are no differencesamongthe participants
in preparation,interest, native ability, or spoken vernacular.Each one is just as
clever as I can be, or just as dull. On the other hand, in thoughtsome of the less
fortunatelimitations of conversation may persist. Limitationsthat may be imposed, for example, by ethnocentrism,inexperience,personalanxiety, economic
interests, and paradigmaticinflexibility can constrain my thinkingjust as they
can constrain conversation. If my talk is narrow, superficial, biased, and confined to cliches, my thinkingis likely to be so too.
Still, it remains the case that according to this concept of mental activity
many of the social forms and conventions of conversation, most of the grammatical, syntactical and rhetorical structures of conversation, and the range,
flexibility, impetus, and goals of conversationare the sources of the forms and
conventions, structures, impetus, range and flexibility, and the issues of refleccive thought.
The relationshipI have been drawinghere between conversationand thought
illuminates the source of the quality, depth, terms, character, and issues of
3. The Interpretation of Cultures (New York: Basic Books, 1971), pp. 76-77, 360. In addition to
"The Growth of Culture and the Evolution of Mind," also relevant in the same volume are "The Impact of the Concept of Man" and "Ideology as a Cultural System," parts four and five.
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thought. The assumptions underlyingmy argumentdiffer considerably, however, from the assumptionswe ordinarilymake about the natureof thought. We ordinarilyassume that thought is some sort of given, an "essential attribute" of
the humanmind. The view that conversationand thoughtare causally relatedassumes not that thought is an essential attributeof the humanmind but that it is
instead an artifact created by social interaction. We can think because we can
talk, and we think in ways we have learned to talk. As Stanley Fish has put it,
the thoughts we "can think and the mental operations [we] can perform have
their source in some or other interpretivecommunity."4The range, complexity,
and subtlety of our thought, its power, the practicaland conceptualuses we can
put it to, and the very issues we can address result in large measure directly
from the degree to which we have been initiated into what Oakeshott calls the
potential "skill and partnership"of human conversationin its public and social
form.
To the extent that thoughtis internalizedconversation, then, any effort to understandhow we think requiresus to understandthe natureof conversation;and
any effort to understand conversation requires us to understand the nature of
community life that generates and maintains conversation. Furthermore, any
effort to understandand cultivate in ourselves the kind of thoughtwe value most
requiresus to understandand cultivate the kinds of communitylife that establish
and maintainconversationthat is the originof that kind of thought.To thinkwell
as individualswe must learn to think well collectively-that is, we must learn to
converse well. The first steps to learningto think better, therefore, are learning
to converse better and learningto establish and maintainthe sorts of social context, the sorts of community life, that foster the sorts of conversation members
of the communityvalue.
This principle has broad applicabilityand has implicationsfar beyond those
that may be immediately apparent. For example, Thomas Kuhn has argued in
The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, (2nd ed.: Chicago: University of Chi-

cago Press, 1970) that to understandscientific thought and knowledge we must
understandthe nature of scientific communities. Scientific knowledge changes
not as our "understanding of the world" changes. It changes as scientists
organize and reorganize relations among themselves (pp. 209-10). Carrying
Kuhn's view and terminology further, RichardRorty argues in Philosophy and
the Mirrorof Nature (Princeton:PrincetonUniversity Press, 1979)that to understand any kind of knowledge we must understandwhat he calls the social justification of belief. That is, we must understandhow knowledge is established and
maintainedin the "normal discourse" of communitiesof knowledgeablepeers.5
Stanley Fish completes the argumentby saying that these "interpretivecommunities" are the source of our thoughtand of the "meanings"we producethrough
4. Is There a Text in This Class?: The Authority of Interpretive Communities (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1980), p. 14. Fish develops his argument fully in part 2, pp. 303-371. On
the distinction between "interiority" or "inwardness" and "internalization," see Stephen Toulmin,
"The Inwardness of Mental Life," Critical Inquiry, 6 (1979), 1-16.
5. I have explored some of the larger educational implications of Rorty's argument in "Liberal
Education and the Social Justification of Belief," Liberal Education, 68 (1982), 95-114.
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the use and manipulationof symbolic structures,chiefly language.Fish suggests
further, reflecting Erving Goffman's conclusion to The Presentation of Self in
EverydayLife ([New York: Doubleday Anchor, 1959], pp. 252-53), that interpretativecommunities may also be in large measure the source of what we regardas our very selves (Fish, p. 14). Ourfeelings and intuitionsare as much the
productof social relationsas our knowledge.
EducationalImplications:Conversation,CollaborativeLearningand "Normal
Discourse"
The line of argumentI have been pursuinghas importantimplicationsfor educators, and especially for those of us who teach English-both literature and
composition. If thought is internalizedpublic and social talk, then writingof all
kinds is internalizedsocial talk made public and social again. If thoughtis internalizedconversation, then writingis internalizedconversationre-externalized.6
Like thought, writing is related to conversation in both time and function.
Writing is a technologically displaced form of conversation. When we write,
having already internalizedthe "skill and partnership"of conversation, we displace it once more onto the written page. But because thought is already one
step away from conversation, the position of writingrelative to conversation is
more complex than the position of thoughtrelative to conversation.Writingis at
once two steps away from conversation and a returnto conversation. We converse; we internalize conversation as thought; and then by writing, we re-immerse conversationin its external, social medium.
My ability to write this essay, for example, depends on my ability to talk
throughwith myself the issues I address here. And my ability to talk throughan
issue with myself derives largely from my ability to converse directlywith other
people in an immediatesocial situation. The point is not that the particularthing
I write every time must necessarily be somethingI have talked over with other
people first, although I may well often do just that. What I have to say can, of
course, originatein thought, and it often does. But my thoughtitself is conversation as I have learned to internalizeit. The point, therefore, is that writing al6. I make a case for this position in "Writing and Reading as Collaborative or Social Acts," in
Janice N. Hays, et al, eds., The Writer's Mind: Writing as a Mode of Thinking (Urbana, Ill.: National Council of Teachers of English, 1983), pp. 159-169. In the current critical climate the distinction between conversation and speech as sources of writing and thought is important to maintain.
Deconstructionist critics such as Paul de Man argue (e.g., in his Blindness and Insight [Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1983]), following Derrida, that writing is not displaced speech but a
primary act. This argument defines "writing" in a much broader sense than we are used to, to mean
something like "making public" in any manner, including speech. Hence deconstructionist "writing" can be construed as a somewhat static conception of what I am here calling "conversation": a
social act. So long as the conversational, hence social, nature of "writing" in the deconstructionist
sense remains unrecognized, the aversion of deconstructionist criticism to the primacy of speech as
embodying the phenomenological "metaphysics of presence" remains circular. The deconstructionist argument holds that privileging speech "centers" language in persons. But "persons" are fictions. The alternative proposal by deconstruction, however, that writing is "free play," invites centering once again, since the figure of play personifies language. The deconstructionist critique has
thus yet to acknowledge sufficiently that language, and its products such as thought and the self, are
social artifacts constituted by "interpretive communities."
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ways has its roots deep in the acquiredability to carryon the social symbolic exchange we call conversation.
The inference writingteachers should make from this line of reasoningis that
our task must involve engagingstudents in conversationamong themselves at as
many points in both the writingand the readingprocess as possible, and that we
should contrive to ensure that students' conversationabout what they read and
write is similarin as many ways as possible to the way we would like them eventually to read and write. The way they talk with each other determinesthe way
they will think and the way they will write.
To organize students for these purposes is, in as general a way as I can put it,
to organize collaborative learning. Collaborativelearningprovides a social context in which students can experience and practice the kinds of conversationvalued by college teachers. The kind of conversation peer tutors engage in with
their tutees, for example, can be emotionally involved, intellectually and substantivelyfocused, and personally disinterested.There could be no better source
than this of the sort of displaced conversation-writing-valued by college
teachers. Similarly, collaborative classroom group work guided by a carefully
designed task makes students aware that writing is a social artifact, like the
thought that produces it. Writing may seem to be displaced in time and space
from the rest of a writer's communityof readers and other writers, but in every
instance writingis an act, however much displaced, of conversationalexchange.
Besides providing a particular kind of conversation, collaborative learning
also provides a particularkind of social context for conversation, a particular
kind of community-a community of status equals: peers. Students learn the
"skill and partnership"of re-externalizedconversation, writing, not only in a
communitythat fosters the kind of conversationcollege teachers value most, but
also in a community that approximatesthe one most students must eventually
write for in everyday life, in business, government,and the professions.
It is worthwhileto disgress a moment here to establish this last point. In most
cases people write in business, government, and the professions mainly to inform and convince other people within the writer's own community, people
whose status and assumptions approximatethe writer's own.7 That is, the sort
of writingmost people do most in their everyday workinglives is what Richard
Rorty calls "normal discourse." Normal discourse (a term of Rorty's coinage
based on Thomas Kuhn's term "normalscience") applies to conversationwithin
a communityof knowledgeablepeers. A communityof knowledgeablepeers is a
group of people who accept, and whose work is guided by, the same paradigms
and the same code of values and assumptions. In normal discourse, as Rorty
7. Some writingin business, government,and the professionsmay of course be like the writing
studentsdo in school for teachers, that is, for the sake of practice and evaluation.Certainlysome
writingin everydayworkinglife is done purelyas performanceto please superiorsin the corporateor
departmenthierarchy,tell them what they alreadyknow, and demonstrateto them the writer'sproficiency as a writer. It may be true, therefore,that learningto write to a person who is not a member
of one's own status and knowledge community, that is, to a teacher, has some practicaleveryday
value. But the value of writing of this type is hardlyproportionateto the amountof time students
normallyspend on it.
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puts it, everyone agrees on the "set of conventions about what counts as a relevant contribution,what counts as a question, what counts as havinga good argument for that answer or a good criticism of it." The productof normaldiscourse
is "the sort of statement that can be agreed to be true by all participantswhom
the other participantscount as 'rational'" (p. 320).
The essay I am writinghere is an example of normaldiscourse in this sense. I
am writingto membersof my own communityof knowledgeablepeers. My readers and I (I presume) are guided in our work by the same set of conventions
about what counts as a relevant contribution,what counts as a question, what
counts as having a good argument for that answer or a good criticism of it. I
judge my essay finished when I think it conforms to that set of conventions and
values. It is within that set of conventions and values that my readerswill evaluate the essay, both in terms of its qualityand in terms of whetheror not it makes
sense. Normal discourse is pointed; it is explanatoryand argumentative.Its purpose is to justify belief to the satisfaction of other people within the author's
communityof knowledgeable peers. Much of what we teach today-or should
be teaching-in composition courses is the normaldiscourse of most academic,
professional, and business communities. The rhetorictaught in our composition
textbooks comprises-or should comprise-the conventions of normaldiscourse
of those communities.8
Teaching normal discourse in its written form is central to a college curriculum, therefore, because the one thing college teachers in most fields commonly
want students to acquire, and what teachers in most fields consistently reward
studentsfor, is the ability to carry on in speech and writingthe normaldiscourse
of the field in question. Normal discourse is what WilliamPerrydescribes as discourse in the established contexts of knowledge in a field, discourse that makes
effective reference to facts as defined within those contexts. In a student who
can integratefact and context together in this way, Perry says, "we recognize a
colleague."9 This is so because to be conversantwith the normaldiscourse in a
field of study or endeavor is exactly what we mean by being knowledgeablethat is, knowledge-able-in that field. Not to have mastered the normal discourse of a discipline, no matter how many "facts" or data one may know, is
not to be knowledgeablein that discipline. Masteryof a knowledgecommunity's
normaldiscourse is the basic qualificationfor acceptance into that community.
The kind of writing students find most useful to learn in college, therefore,is
not only the kind of writing most appropriateto work in fields of business, government, and the professions. It is also the writingmost appropriateto gaining
competence in most academic fields that students study in college. What these
two kinds of writinghave in common is that they are both writtenwithin and addressed to a communityof status equals: peers. They are both normaldiscourse.
8. A textbook that acknowledges the normal discourse of academic disciplines and offers ways of
learning it in a context of collaborative learning is Elaine Maimon, et al., Writing in the Arts and Sciences (Boston: Little Brown, 1981).
9. "Examsmanship and the Liberal Arts," in Examining in Harvard College: A Collection of Essays by Members of the Harvard Faculty (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1963).
Quoted from Kenneth A. Bruffee, A Short Course in Writing (Boston: Little, Brown, 1980), p. 221.
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This point having, I hope, been established, the nature of the particularkind
of community that collaborative learningforms becomes clearer. Collaborative
learning provides the kind of social context, the kind of community, in which
normaldiscourse occurs: a communityof knowledgeablepeers. This is one of its
main goals: to provide a context in which students can practice and master the
normal discourse exercised in established knowledge communities in the academic world and in business, government,and the professions.
But to say this only raises a host of questions. One question is, how can student peers, who are not members of the knowledge communitiesthey hope to
enter, who lack the knowledge that constitutes those communities, help other
students enter them? The first, more concrete answer to this question is that no
student is wholly ignorant and inexperienced. Every student is already a member of several knowledge communities,from canoeing to computers, baseballto
ballet. Membershipin any one of these communitiesmay not be a resource that
will by itself help much directly in learningto organize an essay or explicate a
poem. But pooling the resources that a group of peers brings with them to the
task may make accessible the normal discourse of the new communitythey together hope to enter. Students are especially likely to be able to master that discourse collaborativelyif their conversationis structuredindirectlyby the task or
problemthat a member of that new community(the teacher) has judiciously designed.'10To the conversation between peer tutors and their tutees in writing,for
example, the tutee brings knowledge of the subject to be written about and
knowledgeof the assignment. The tutor brings sensitivity to the needs and feelings of peers and knowledge of the conventions of discourse and of standard
written English. And the conversation is structuredin part by the demands of
the teacher's assignment and in part by the formal conventions of the communities the teacher represents, the conventions of academic discourse and standard English.
Such conversation among students can break down, of course, if any one of
these elements is not present. It can proceed again if the person responsiblefor
providing the missing element, usually but not always the teacher, is flexible
enough to adjust his or her contributionaccordingly.If, for example, tutees do
not bringto the conversation knowledge of the subject and the assignment,then
the teacher helps peer tutors see that their most importantcontributionmay be
to help tutees begin at the very beginning:how to go about makingsufficientacquaintancewith the subject matter and how to set out to clarify the assignment.
If tutors lack sensitivity to languageand to the feelings and needs of their peers,
tutees must contributeby makingthose feelings and needs more clearly evident.
If the task or assignment that the teacher has given is unclear or too difficultor
too simplemindedto engage students effectively, then the teacher has to revise
it. Throughoutthis process the teacher has to try to help students negotiate the
10. For examples and an explanation of this technique, see my A Short Course in Writing, cited
above, and "CLTV: Collaborative Learning Television," Educational Communication and Technology Journal, 30 (1982), 26-40. Also see Clark Bouton and Russell Y. Garth, eds., Learning in
Groups (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1983).
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rocks and shoals of social relations that may interferewith their getting on with
theirwork together.
What students do when working collaborativelyon their writing is not write
or edit or, least of all, read proof. What they do is converse. They talk about the
subject and about the assignment. They talk throughthe writer's understanding
of the subject. They converse about their own relationshipand, in general, about
relationshipsin an academic or intellectualcontext between students and teachers. Most of all they converse about and as a partof writing. Similarly,what students do when working collaboratively in small groups in order to read a text
with understanding-a poem, a story, or anotherstudent'spaper-is also to converse. They converse in order to reach consensus in answer to questions the
teacher has raised about the text. They converse about and as a part of understanding. In short, they learn, by practicing it in this orderly way, the normal
discourse of the academic community.
CollaborativeLearningand the Authorityof Knowledge
The place of conversation in learning,especially in the humanities,is the largest
context in which we must see collaborativelearning. To say that conversation
has a place in learning should not of course seem peculiar to those of us who
count ourselves humanists,a category that includes all of us who teach literature
and most of us who teach writing. Furthermore,most of us believe that "class
discussion" is one of the most effective ways of teaching. The truth, however, is
that despite this belief the person who does most of the discussingin most of our
discussionclasses is the teacher.
This tends to happen because behind our enthusiasmfor discussion lies a fundamentaldistrust of it. The graduatetrainingmost of us have enjoyed-or endured-has taught us, in fact, that collaborationand communityactivity is inappropriate and foreign to work in humanistic disciplines such as English.
Humanisticstudy, we have been led to believe, is a solitarylife, and the vitality
of the humanitieslies in the talents and endeavors of each of us as individuals.
Whatwe call discusion is more often than not an adversarialactivity pittingindividual against individualin an effort to assert what one literarycritic has called
"will to power over the text," if not over each other. If we look at what we do
instead of what we say, we discover that we think of knowledge as something
we acquire and wield as individuals relative to each other, not something we
generateand maintainin companywith and in dependencyupon each other.11
Only recently have humanists of note, such as Stanley Fish in literary criticism and RichardRorty in philosophy, begun to take effective steps toward exploringthe force and implicationsof knowledge communitiesin the humanistic
disciplines, and toward redefining the nature of our knoweldge as a social artifact. Much of this recent work follows a trail blazed two decades ago by
Thomas Kuhn. The historical irony of this course of events lies in the fact that
11. I discuss the individualistic bias of our current interpretation of the humanistic tradition in
"The Structure of Knowledge and the Future of Liberal Education," Liberal Education, 67 (1981),
181-185.
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Kuhn developed his notion about the nature of scientific knowledge after first
examiningthe way knowledge is generated, established, and maintainedin the
humanitiesand social sciences. For us as humaniststo discover in Kuhn and his
followers the conceptual rationale of collaborative learning is to see our own
chickens come home to roost.
Kuhn's position that even in the "hard" sciences knowledge is a social artifact emergedfrom his attempt to understandthe implicationsof the increasing
indeterminacyof knowledge of all kinds in the twentieth century.l2 To say that
knowledge is indeterminateis to say that there is no fixed and certain point of
reference, no Arnoldian "touchstone" against which we can measure truth. If
there is no such absolute referent, then knowledge must be a thing people make
and remake. Knowledge must be a social artifact.But to call knowledge a social
artifact, Kuhn argues, is not to say that knowledge is merely relative, that
knowledgeis what any one of us says it is. Knowledge is maintainedand established by communitiesof knowledgeablepeers. It is what togetherwe agree it is,
for the time being. Rorty, following Kuhn, argues that communities of knowledgeablepeers make knowledge by a process of sociallyjustifyingbelief. Collaborativelearningmodels this process.
This then is a second and more general answer to the question raised in the
precedingsection. How can student peers, who are not themselves membersof
the knowledge communities they hope to enter, help other students to enter
those communities?Isn't collaborativelearningthe blind leadingthe blind?
It is of course exactly the blind leading the blind if we insist on the Cartesian
model of knowledge: that to know is to "see," and that knowledge is information impressed upon the individualmind by some outside source. But if we accept the premise that knowledge is an artifactcreated by a communityof knowledgeablepeers constituted by the languageof that community,and that learning
is a social and not an individualprocess, then to learn is not to assimilate information and improve our mental eyesight. To learn is to work collaborativelyto
establish and maintainknowledge among a communityof knowledgeablepeers
throughthe process that RichardRorty calls "sociallyjustifyingbelief." We socially justify belief when we explain to others why one way of understanding
how the world hangs together seems to us preferable to other ways of understandingit. We establish knowledge or justify belief collaborativelyby challenging each other's biases and presuppositions;by negotiatingcollectively toward
new paradigmsof perception, thought, feeling, and expression; and by joining
larger,more experienced communitiesof knowledgeablepeers throughassenting
to those communities' interests, values, language, and paradigmsof perception
and thought.
If we accept this concept of knowledge and learningeven partiallyand tentatively, it is possible to see collaborativelearningas a model of the way that even
the most sophisticated scientific knowledge is established and maintained.
Knowledge is the product of humanbeings in a state of continualnegotiationor
12. I trace briefly the history of the growing indeterminacy of knowledge and its relevance to the
humanities in "The Structure of Knowledge," cited above.
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conversation.Education is not a process of assimilating"the truth"but, as Rorty has put it, a process of learningto "take a hand in what is going on" by joining "the conversation of mankind." Collaborativelearningis an arena in which
studentscan negotiate their way into that conversation.
CollaborativeLearningand New Knowledge
Seen this way, collaborative learning seems unexceptionable. It is not hard to
see it as comfortable,not very surprising,not even very new. In discoveringand
applying collaborative learning we seem to be, if not exactly reinventing the
wheel, certainly rediscoveringsome of the more obvious implicationsof that familiar and useful device. Collaborative learning, it seems, is no new thing
under the sun. However much we may explore its conceptualramifications,we
must acknowledgethe fact that people have always learnedfrom their peers and
doggedly persist in doing so whether we professional teachers and educators
take a hand in it or not. In Thomas Woolfe's Look Homeward Angel Eugene
Gant records how in grammarschool he learned to write (in this case, form the
words on a page) from his "comrade," learningfrom a peer what "all instruction failed" to teach him. In business and industry, furthermore,and in professions such as medicine, law, engineering,and architecture-where to work is to
learn or fail-collaboration is the norm. All that is new in collaborativelearning,
it seems, is the systematic applicationof collaborativeprinciplesto that last bastion of hierarchyand individualism,the Americancollege classroom.
This comfortableview, while appropriate,may yet be deceptive. If we follow
just a bit furtherthe implicationsof the rationalefor collaborativelearningthat I
have been outlininghere, we catch a glimpse of a somewhatstartlingeducational
scene. Take, for example, the principlethat enteringan existing knowledgecommunity involves a process of negotiation. Followed to its logical conclusion this
principleimplies that education is not a rite of passage in which students passively become initiated into an institutionthat is monolithic and unchanging.It
implies that the means by which students learn to negotiate this entry, collaborative learning, is not merely a better pedagogy, a better way of initiatingnew
membersinto existing knowledge communities.And it implies that collaborative
learningas a classroom practice models more than how knowledgeis established
and maintained.The argumentpursued here implies, in short, that in the long
run collaborativelearning models how knowledge is generated, how it changes
and grows.
This way of thinking about collaborative learning is somewhat speculative,
but it is nevertheless of considerableinterest and importanceto teachers of English. If, as Rorty suggests, knowledge is a social artifact, if knowledge is belief
justified through normal discourse, then the generationof knowledge, what we
call "creativity," must also be a social process. It too must involve discourse.
But the discourse involved in generatingknowledgecannotbe normaldiscourse,
since normaldiscourse maintainsknowledge. It is inadequatefor generatingnew
knowledge. Knowledge-generatingdiscourse is discourse of quite anotherkind.
It is, to use Rorty's phrase, abnormaldiscourse.
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In contrast to normaldiscourse, abnormaldiscourse occurs between coherent
communities or within communities when consensus no longer exists with regard to rules, assumptions, goals, values, or mores. Abnormaldiscourse, Rorty
says, "is what happens when someonejoins in the discourse who is ignorantof'
the conventions governing that discourse "or who sets them aside." Whereas
normaldiscourse produces "the sort of statementwhich can be agreedto be true
by all participantswhom the other participantscount as 'rational,'" "the product of abnormaldiscourse can be anythingfrom nonsense to intellectualrevolution." Unlike the participantsin normal discourse who sound "rational"to the
others in the community, a person speakingabnormaldiscourse sounds "either
'kooky' (if he loses his point) or 'revolutionary'(if he gains it)" (pp. 320, 339).
The importance of abnormal discourse to the discussion of collaborative
learningis that abnormaldiscourse serves the function of helpingus-immersed
as we inevitablyare in the everyday normaldiscourse of our disciplines and professions-to see the provincial nature of normal discourse and of the communities defined by normal discourse. Abnormaldiscourse sniffs out stale, unproductive knowledge and challenges its authority, that is, the authority of the
communitywhich that knowledge constitutes. Its purpose, Rorty says, is to undermine"our reliance upon the knowledge we have gained" throughnormaldiscourse. We must occasionally underminethis reliance because normaldiscourse
tends to "block the flow of conversation by presenting [itself] as offering the
cannonicalvocabularyfor discussion of a given topic" (pp. 386-387).
Abnormaldiscourse is therefore necessary to learning.But, ironically, abnormal discourse cannot be directly taught. "There is no discipline that describes"
abnormaldiscourse, Rorty tells us, "any more than there is a discipline devoted
to the study of the unpredictableor of 'creativity'" (p. 320). What we can teach
are the tools of normaldiscourse, that is, both practicalrhetoricand rhetorically
based modes of literary criticism such as the taxonomy of figures, new-critical
analysis, and deconstructivecriticism.13To leave openingsfor change, however,
we must not teach these tools as universals. We must teach practical rhetoric
and critical analysis in such a way that, when necessary, studentscan turnto abnormaldiscourse in order to underminetheir own and other people's reliance on
the canonical conventions and vocabulary of normal discourse. We must teach
the use of these tools in such a way that students can set them aside, if only momentarily,for the purpose of generatingnew knowledge, for the purpose, that is,
of reconstitutingknowledge communitiesin more satisfactoryways.
It is just here that, as I mentioned at the beginningof this essay, we begin to
move beyond our earlier suppositions about what people learn through collaborative learning. Defining knowledge as a social artifact established and maintained through normal discourse challenges the authority of knowledge as we
traditionallyunderstandit. But by changingwhat we usually call the process of
learning-the work, the expectations, and the social structureof the traditional
13. Christopher Norris defines deconstruction somewhat simplistically but usefully for most purposes as "rhetorical questioning" (Deconstruction: Theory and Practice [London: Methuen, 1982],
p. 21).
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classroom-collaborative learning also changes what we usually call the substance of learning.It challenges the authorityof knowledgeby revealing,as John
Trimburhas observed, that authority itself is a social artifact. This revelation
and the new awareness that results from it makes authoritycomprehensibleboth
to us as teachers and to our students. It involves a process of reacculturation.
Thus collaborative learning can help students join the established knowledge
communitiesof academic studies, business, and the professions. But it should
also help students learn something else. They should learn, Trimbur says,
"somethingabout how this social transitiontakes place, how it involves crises
of identity and authority, how students can begin to generate a transitionallanguageto bridgethe gap between communities"(privatecorrespondence).
Challengingthe traditionalauthorityof knowledge in this way, collaborative
learningnaturallychallenges the traditionalbasis of the authorityof those who
teach. Our authority as teachers always derives directly or indirectlyfrom the
prevailingconception of the authorityof knowledge. In the pre-Cartesianworld
people tended to believe that the authorityof knowledgelodged in one place, the
mindof God. In that world teachers derived their authorityfrom their godliness,
their nearness to the mind of God. In Cartesian,Mirror-of-Natureepistemology,
the authority of knowledge has had three alternative lodgings, each a secular
version of the mind of God. We could believe if we chose that the authorityof
knowledgelodged in some touchstone of value and truthabove and beyond ourselves, such as mathematics,creative genius, or the universalsof sound reasoning. We could believe that the authorityof knowledge lodged in the mind of a
person of genius: a Wordsworth,an Einstein, or a Freud. Or we could believe
that the authority of knowledge lodged in the nature of the object objectively
known:the universe, the humanmind, the text of a poem.
Our authorityas teachers, accordingly,has had its source in our nearness to
one of these secular versions of the mind of God. In the first case we derive our
authority from our identification with the "touchstone" of value and truth.
Thus, for some of us, mathematiciansand poets have, generallyspeaking,greater authoritythan, say, sociologists or literarycritics. Accordingto the second alternativewe derive our authorityfrom intimacy with the greatest minds. Many
of us feel that those who have had the good fortune to study with Freud, Faraday, or Faulkner, for example, have greater authoritythan those who studied
with their disciples; or, those who have studied the manuscriptsof Joyce's fiction have greater authoritythan those who merely studied the edited texts. According to the third alternative, we derive our authorityas teachers from being
in direct touch with the objective world. Most of us feel that those whose knowledge is confirmedby hands-on laboratoryexperimentationhave greaterauthority than those whose knowledgeis based on a synthesis of secondarysources.
Because the concept that knowledge is sociallyjustified belief denies that the
authorityof knowledge lodges in any of these places, our authorityas teachers
according to that concept has quite another source as well. Insofar as collaborative learning inducts students into established knowledge communities and
teaches them the normaldiscourse of those communities,we derive our authority as teachers from being certifiedrepresentativesof the communitiesof knowl-
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edgeable peers that students aspire to join, and that we, as members of our
chosen disciplines and also members of the communityof the liberallyeducated
public at large, invite and encourage them to join. Teachers are defined in this
instance as those members of a knowledge communitywho accept the responsibility for inductingnew membersinto the community. Withoutsuccessful teachers the communitywill die when its currentmembersdie, and knowledge as assented to by that communitywill cease to exist.
Insofaras collaborativelearninghelps students understandhow knowledge is
generated through abnormaldiscourse, however, our authorityas teachers derives from another source. It derives from the values of a larger-indeed, the
largest possible-community of knowledgeable peers, the community that encompasses all others. The interests of this largest communitycontradictone of
the central interests of local communities such as professional disciplines and
fields of study: to maintain established knowledge. The interest of the larger
communityis to resist this conservative tendency. Its interest is to bridge gaps
amongknowledge communitiesand to open them to change.
The continued vitality of the knowledge communitieswe value-in particular
the communityof liberally educated people and its sub-communities,the scholarly and professional disciplines-depends on both these needs being met: to
maintain established knowledge and to challenge and change it. As representatives and delegates of a local, disciplinarycommunity, and of the larger communityas well, teachers are responsible for the continued vitality of both of the
knowledgecommunitieswe value. Responsible to both sets of values, therefore,
we must performas conservators and agents of change, as custodiansof prevailing communityvalues and as agents of social transitionand reacculturation.
Because by giving students access to the "conversation of mankind," to returnto Oakeshott's phrase, collaborativelearningcan serve both of these seemingly conflictingeducational aims at once, it has an especially importantrole to
play in studying and teaching English. It is one way of introducingstudents to
the process by which communities of knowledgeable peers create referential
connections between symbolic structuresand "reality," that is, by which they
establish knowledge and by doing so maintain community growth and coherence. To study adequately any text-student theme or play by Shakespeare-is to study an entire social symbolic process, not just part of it. To
study and teach English is to study and teach the social origin, nature,reference,
and function of symbolic structures.
The view that knowledge is a social artifact, furthermore, requires a reexaminationof our premises as students of English and as teachers. To date, very
little work of this sort has been done. One can only guess what might come of a
concerted effort on the part of the profession as a whole. The effort might ultimately involve "demystifying" much that we now do as humanistsand teachers
of the humanities. If we bring to mind, for example, a sampling of important
areas of currenttheoreticalthoughtin and allied to literarycriticism,we are likely to find mostly bipolarforms: text and reader, text and writer, symbol and referent, signifierand signified. On the one hand, a critique along the lines I have
been following here might involve examininghow these theories would differ if
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they included the third term missing from most of them. How would a psychoanalyticallyoriented study of metaphordiffer, for example, if it acknowledged
that psychotherapy is fundamentallya kind of social relationshipbased on the
mutual creation or recreation of symbolic structuresby therapist and patient?
How would semiotics differ if it acknowledged that all "codes" are symbolic
structuresconstitutinglanguagecommunitiesand that to understandthese codes
requires us to examine and understand the complex social symbolic relations
among the people who make up language communities? How would practical
rhetoriclook if we assumed that writerand readerwere not adversariesbut partners in a common, community-based enterprise? How would it look if we no
longer assumed that people write to persuade or to distinguishthemselves and
their points of view and to enhance their own individuality by gaining the acquiescence of other individuals?How would it look if we assumed instead that
people write for the very opposite reason: that people write in order to be accepted, to join, to be regardedas another memberof the culture or community
that constitutes the writer's audience?
Once we had reexamined in this way how English is studied professionally,
we could on the other hand also undertaketo reexamine how English is taught
as well. If we did that, we might find ourselves taking issue with Stanley Fish's
conclusion that to define knowledge as a social artifactgeneratedby interpretive
communitieshas no effect whatsoever on the way we read and teach literature
and composition. My argument in this essay suggests, on the contrary, that
some changes in our pedagogicalattitudesand classroompracticesare almost inevitable. These changes would result from integratingour understandingof social symbolic relationships into our teaching-not just into what we teach but
also into how we teach it. For example, so long as we think of knowledge as a
reflectionand synthesis of informationabout the objective world, then to teach
King Lear seems to involve providinga "correct" text and rehearsingstudents
in "correct" interpretationsof it. "Correct" here means the text and the interpretations that, as Fish puts it, seem "obvious and inescapable" within the
knowledge community, within the "institutionalor conventional structure," of
which we happento be members(p. 370).
But if we think of knoweldge as socially justified belief, then to teach King
Lear seems to involve creatingcontexts where studentsundergoa sort of cultural change. This change would be one in which they loosen ties to the knowledge
communitiesthey currentlybelong to andjoin another. These two communities
would be seen as having quite different sets of values, mores, and goals, and
above all quite differentlanguages. To speak in one communityof a person asking anotherto "pray you undo this button" (V, iii) mightbe merely to tell a mercantile tale, or a prurientone, while in anothercommunitysuch a request could
be both a gesture of profoundhuman dignity and a metaphorof the dissolution
of a world.
Similarly,so long as we think of learningas reflectingand synthesizinginformation about the objective world, to teach expository writing is to provide examples, analysis, and exercises in the traditionalmodes of practical rhetoricdescription, narration, comparison-contrast-or examples, analysis, and exer-
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cises in the "basic skills" of writing, and to rehearse students in their proper
use. But if we think of learningas a social process, the process of sociallyjustifying belief, then to teach expository writingseems to involve somethingelse entirely. It involves demonstrating to students that they know something only
when they can explain it in writing to the satisfactionof the communityof their
knowledgeablepeers. To teach this way, in turn, seems to requireus to engage
students in collaborative work that does not just reinforce the values and skills
they begin with, but that promotes a sort of reacculturation.14
The argument I have been making here implies, in short, that students and
teachers of literatureand writingmust begin to develop awareness and skill that
may seem foreign and irrelevantto our profession at the present time. Organizing collaborativelearningeffectively requiresdoing more than throwingstudents
togetherwith their peers with little or no guidance or preparation.To do that is
merely to perpetuate, perhaps even aggravate, the many possible negative
efforts of peer group influence: conformity, anti-intellectualism,intimidation,
and leveling-downof quality. To avoid these pitfallsand to marshalthe powerful
educationalresource of peer group influencerequiresus to create and maintaina
demandingacademic environmentthat makes collaboration-social engagement
in intellectual pursuits-a genuine part of students' educational development.
And that in turn requires quite new and perhapsmore thoroughanalyses of the
elements of our field than we have yet attempted.
14. I suggest some possible curricularimplicationsof the concept of knowledgeas sociallyjustified belief in "Liberal Education and the Social Justification of Belief," cited above. See also
CliffordGeertz, Local Knowledge(New York: Basic Books, 1983),pp. 14-15, 161;RichardM. Rorty, "Hermeneutics, General Studies, and Teaching," Synergos: Selected Papers from the Synergos

Seminars,GeorgeMason University,2 (Fall 1982),1-15;and my "Learningto Live in a Worldout of
Joint:ThomasKuhn'sMessage to HumanistsRevisited," LiberalEducation,70 (1984),77-81.

